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ABSTRACT

Public govemance must ensure the sustainable functioning of economic complexes and 
support the decent level of socio-economic development. Today in Ukraine, as in other 
Eastem European countries with similar socio-economic Systems, there are some 
negative demographic tendencies that provoke the outflow of intellectual Capital 
abroad and increase social stresses because of dissatisfying concems about the public 
regulation of employment. Ukraine is gradually losing Services sectors' specialists who 
are forced to work for foreign companies lacking the demand for their professions in 
the innovation sphere in the domestic market. State support of the non-material 
production and expanding the range of Services by national companies would increase 
the volüme of employment in the tertiary sector and encourage talented young people 
to stay in the region, but the implementation of such strategies at the national level is 
hampered by an obsolete theoretical framework that requires reviewing, namely of the 
paradigmatic foundations of intemational economic relations.

The article reveals the important problem of socio-demographic changes in Ukraine 
today which have a signifîcant impact on the domestic employment policy and, 
accordingly, productivity in priority sectors; substantiates the necessity of researching 
the potential of intellectual Capital in order to involve it into innovative production; 
proposes to consider human Capital as a priority element of the new cyclic economy, 
and defînes the methods for its evaluation as an obligatory component of State 
strategies. Forced labour migration causes a shortage of skilled vvorkforce at a time 
when the State should focus its efforts on new industries and sectors of activity. 
Therefore, a procedure for the practical measures development for the restructuring of 
national industries, the use of mathematical apparatus in planning regional and state- 
level strategies; intensifîcation of entrepreneurial activity in the sphere of small and 
medium business; infrastructure support for innovation entrepreneurship is suggested 
on the example of Ukraine.
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3anaıeH rocy/japcTBeHHoro ynpaBJieHus »BJiaeTC» oSecneneHne ycTOİÎHHBoro 
(JjyHKIJHOHHpOBaHlüi KBK X03SHCTBeHHbIX KOMIIJI6KCOB, TBK H nOflflep»CaHHe 
HeoöxoflHMoro ypoBH» coıtHanbHO-SKOHOMHHecKoro pa3Bmrm. CeroflH» b YKpanHe, 
kbk h b Apyrnx CTpaHax Boctohhoh EBponbi c iioxo>kmmm coıjnanbHO- 
3K0H0MHHecKHMH CHCTeMaMH, Ha6jnoflaK>TCH onpeaejıeHHbie HeraTHBHbie 
^eMorpağjırıecKne TenzjeHijnH, KOToptıe npoBopnpyıoT ottok HHTenneKTyanbHoro 
Kanmana 3a rpaHnpy h pocT HanpaaceHHocTH b oönjecTBe n3-3a SecnoKoiıcTBa 
HacejıeHH» no noBony MexaHH3M0B peryjınpoBaHna pMHKa 3aHüTOCTH. YKpanHa 
nocTeneHHO TepseT cnepnajıncTOB edepti ycjıyr, KOTopbie BbiHynçteHbi paöoTaTb Ha 
HHOCTpaHHbie KOMnaHHH H3-3a He^ocTaTKa cnpoca Ha npo^eccnn HHHOBapHOHHOH 
edepti Ha BHyrpeHHeM pbiHKe. OSecneneHne ^eaTenbHocTH oTpacneö 
HeMaTepnajibHoro npon3BoncTBa h pacınnpeHHe HOMeHKJiaıypbi ycjıyr 
HapHOHajIbHblMH KOMnaHHMMH nO3BOJIH.HO 6bl yBejIHHHTb OÖbeMbI 3aHHTbIX B 
TpeTHHHOM CeKTOpe 3K0H0MHKH H CTHMyjIHpOBaTb TajiaHTJIHByiO MOJIOfle^Cb 
ocTaBaTbca b pernoHe, ho peajiH3apH» t3khx CTpaTerniı Ha rocyjjapcTBeHHOM ypoBHe 
TopMO3HTca ycTapenocTbio TeopeTHHecKOH 6a3M, KOTopaa ıpeöyeT nepecMOTpa 
napemHrMajibHbix ochob MHpoxo3aîîcTBeHHbix OTHOineHniı.

CraTba pacKpbiBaeT Baaoıyıo npoöJieMy coıtnanbHO-fleMorpa$HHecKnx H3M6H6HHH, 
KOTopbie ceroflHa nponcxoaaT b YıcpaHHe n OKa3biBaıOT cynjecTBeHHoe BJiHaHne Ha 
BHyipeHHKMO nOJIHTHKy B C(j)epe 3aiUIT0CTH H, COOTBeTCTBeHHO, npOH3BOflHTejIbHOCTb 
Tpyjja b npnopHTeTHbix 0Tpacjıax; oöocHOBbiBaeT Heo6xojiHMocTb HccjıejjoBaHna 
noTeHijHajıa HHTejuıeKTyajibHoro Kanmana c penbio ero npHBJieneHHa b 
HHHOBaıjHOHHbie npoH3BOflCTBa; npejjJiaraeT paccMaıpnBaTb nenoBenecKHİı Kanman 
kbk nepBOHananbHbiH aneMem hoboh ıjnKnnHecKOH skohomhkh, a onpeneneHne 
MeTOflOB ero opeHKn - o6a3aTenbHOÎi cocTaBJiaıomeH rocynapcTBeHHbix CTpaTerniı. 
BbiHynyjeHHaa TpyjjOBaa MnrpaıjHS Bbi3biBaeT HexBaTKy KBanncjjnıjHpoBaHHOH 
paGonen cnnu hmbhho Torna, Korna rocynapcTBO aonncHO cocpeaoTonmb ycnnns Ha 
hobi>ix OTpacjıax h ceKTopax jjeaTejn>HOCTH. IIoaTOMy Ha npHMepe YKpaHHbi 
npe^nonceH nopajjoK nojjroTOBKH npaKTHHecKnx MeponpnaTHH no pecTpyKTypmaıjnn 
oıpacnen npoMMinneHHOCTH, ncnonb3OBaHHH MaTeMaiHnecKoro annapaıa b 
nnaHHpoBaHHH CTpaTerniı pernoHanbHoro h rocynapcTBeHHoro ypoBHa; aKTHBH3au.nn 
npennpHHHMaTenbCKOH neaTenbHOCTH b ctjjepe Manoro h cpe^Hero ÖH3Heca; 
HH^pacTpyKTypHoü nojujepjKKH HHHOBapnoHHoro npejjnpHHHMaTenbCTBa.

Keywords: paradigm of eyelieal economy, forced labour migration in Ukraine, global market

KnıOHeBue cnosa: napajjnrMa UHKUHaecKOH 3kohomhkh, npjiHyjiMTejiBHaa TpygOBaa 
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INTRODUCTION

The development of the non-material production sphere is considered, in modem conditions, as 

an integral part of the country's competitiveness in the world market. On this hasis, the world 

countries are informally divided into the semi-periphery and periphery regions. Ukraine is 

characterized by many intemational organizations as a transitional economy and belongs stili to 

the fırst group, but due to the relatively high, even among the world leaders, indicators of social 

and intellectual Capital, can equal with the developed countries. Currently, the problem is not 

provoked by a lack of resources for innovative development, especially human Capital, but the 

insufficient and fragmented infrastructure of innovative entrepreneurship and undue State support 

of business environment for start-ups. The lack of orders for innovative products by national 

enterprises causes forced labour migration, which is particularly noticeable among young 

professionals. Therefore, the govemment should fınd the optimal strategy for increasing the 

competitiveness of the tertiary sector of Ukraine's economy in foreign markets by activating 

innovative entrepreneurship among young professionals and developing State and regional 

programmes to prevent forced labour migration.

1. LİTERATÜRE overvievv

In recent years, the number of publications has been noticeably increased, in which the authors 

not only State the presence of certain crisis phenomena in the world economic System, pay heed 

to the growth of protectionist measures initiated by States in the competitive struggle in the global 

market, to the artifıcial restructuring of national industries in response to extemal threats, but try 

to find an explanation of the consequences of such negative trends, find their backgrounds. Also, 

many scholars are tuming to the basics of economic theory, comparing the unchangeable until 

recently postulates with contemporary insurmountable problems, which prove the need to replace 

the established paradigms and research methodology.

Thus, C. Bj0mskov [1] tries to answer the question whether the degree of national markets 

deregulation and the concept of ffee entrepreneurship, which is currently the basis of 

intemational economic relations, depends on the risks of global economic crises and what policy 

- protectionism or liberalization - the govemment should choose in order to prevent negative 

consequences in the future.
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M. Zaharia, C. Popescua and C. Feniser [2] analyze the EU employment market and human 

resources potential in compliance with the education level of the economically active population 

in the context of the Europe 2020 strategy, assessing the relationship betvveen labour productivity 

in different countries and the degree of intellectual Capital development.

J. Taalhi [3] explores the environment of the innovation transformations emergence and the 

corresponding reaction of business entities to the unusual conditions in the national market, 

arguing that innovative entrepreneurship is a natural response to an economic crisis.

A. Wickramasinghe and W. Wimalaratana [4] conduct a historical analysis of intemational 

migration and try to construct a scientific substantiation of migration processes using the 

methodological apparatus of economic theory.

Among scholars from Ukraine, the following works are distinguished, in which theoretical issues 

are considered in terms of the national economy evolution. The world market's driving forces and 

the means of countering global challenges on the example of various fıelds of activity were 

studied by O. Dovhal and H. Dovhal [5], V. Swichkar [9]; causes and consequences of global 

crises and the latest theories of restructuring the system of intemational economic relations - by 

O. Orlovska [7], H. Reviakin, V. Sidorov [8]; peculiarities of industrial policy of different 

countries on the basis of innovative technologies implementation — by V. Khaustova [10]. Yu. 

Orel [6] attempted to systematize the reasons for the national economy stagnation and to explain 

the complexity of socioeconomic changes that took place in recent years in Ukraine.

2. SETTING THE GOAL AND OBJECTIVES OF THE ARTICLE

In spite of the considerable impact of scientists working on the problems of integration of 

national economies into the world economic system, of the counteraction of traditional and high- 

tech industries, of the global market restructuring, there is a prior need to supplement the 

theoretical backgrounds underlying the policy of socio-economic processes regulation, by the 

following:

• the study of the intellectual Capital potential, employment and intemational migration - by the 

classifıcation and methodology for evaluating forced labour migration. This type of migration 

should be distinguished separately, since it is the basis of other socio-economic processes and in 

itself can lead both to the growth of intellectual Capital of a country and demographic crisis;
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• modem theories of intemational economic relations and methodology for analyzing the global 

market trends, including world crises - by the proof for a new paradigm of the cyclical economic 

model and the spatial-resource confinement of the global geopolitical system. Despite the 

intensifıcation of regionalization processes, a country can no longer remain outside the global 

market, and in any case it is forced to take part in the competition;

• theoretical aspects of the emergence of innovations and methods of practical implementation of 

innovation activity, especially in the tertiary sector of economy - by further improvement of the 

innovative entrepreneurship strategies on the basis of attraction of social potential of territorial 

economic systems and intellectual Capital at different levels. Without a suffıcient number of 

highly skilled, and most importantly, motivated professionals, it is impossible to create 

innovative production. Several years ago, the EU began various grant research and education 

programmes aimed at attracting talented youth to leading training centres and research 

institutions. Students of higher educational institutions of Ukraine and young scientists happily 

took advantage of this opportunity, adding to the statistics of extemal migration.

Thus, the goal of the article is to identify the trends in the global market, which lead to significant 

changes in the theoretical postulates, on the basis of which the current paradigm of world 

economic relations was constructed, and the impact of these changes on the processes of forced 

labour migration. In Ukraine, the latter is also observed among highly skilled workers and 

research staff, which primarily forms the intellectual Capital of a nation. Therefore, the next task 

is to outline the priority areas of State regulation and strategic goals that should be implemented 

in order to prevent Ukraine from losing its innovative and technical potential. For the other world 

countries where similar trends are observed, the results of the study will also be useful.

3. ASPECTS OF THE PARADİGM CHANGES OF THE NEW ECONOMİC THEORY

The peculiarity of the modem globalization era is that small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs) are struggling against increasing difficulties in competing in the global market. The fîght 

for resources and markets is already running not even at the level of transnational corporations, 

but of regional associations, which include various institutes of different subordination. This 

becomes especially noticeable in the analysis of transboundary cooperation trends. A mechanism 

is necessary to support the interests of each market actor which can minimize the damage to other 
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participants, othervvise the inevitable local conflicts (within the State and between the border 

areas) will arise due to the uneven socio-economic development.

The main hypothesis which should check long-term strategies of higher administrative levels 

(supra-state, or macro-regional, state and regional ones) is the need to recognize the fact of 

paradigmatic changes in the system of world economic relations. They consist in the transition 

from the theory of linear (extended reproduction) to cyclical (spatially confined) economics, 

which requires the radical restructuring of the sectoral composition of national economies, new 

mechanisms of regulation of socio-demographic processes, the substantiation of managerial 

decisions at different levels with the help of mathematical and econometric models , the 

achievement of a common and fair system of intemational relations in order to save modem 

civilization.

The linear economic model, which forms today the basis of the world economic system, requires 

the constant growth of absolute volumes of used natural resources and means of production, 

expansion of markets, sales volumes to end users with simultaneous reduction of the life cycle of 

goods. The pursuit of this concept is the core background of intemational conflicts över the right 

to own and dispose the main resources which hold the leadership of the vast majority of world 

monopolies and multinational corporations. On the contrary, the cyclical economic model implies 

thoughtfiıl consumption, the limitation of harmful productions and the desire for an even 

redistribution of income both within the country and globally. The new concept is based on 

finiteness, the existence of a ceiling on the total capacity of consumer markets, and proposes to 

recognize the limitations of non-renewable natural resources as soon as possible, so it is now 

necessary to switch to altemative methods of production that are provided today in the traditional 

way. So far, the main work is undergoing now in the field of altemative energy, but the cyclical 

economy, the prerequisite of which was the paradigm of sustainable development, is much 

broader in its essence and requires radical worldview reorganization, and not only within the 

system of economic relations. As we deal with a limited purchasing power and spatial market 

dimension (in other words, a natural economy in the global geographic scale), econometric 

models balancing demand and supply, using resources and means of production become 

indispensable.
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If the new paradigm of the cyclical economy is to be the basis of national public strategies, the 

following provisions should be preconditioned in order to prove the expediency and necessity of 

developing a substantially new approach to modelling the activities of economic agents:

1. Despite the fiırther concentration of the material and non-material production, including 

innovative sectors, in the world market, the development of small and medium-sized enterprises, 

the enrichment of intellectual Capital and the expansion of the potential of consumer demand at 

the expense of individual participants at the national and regional levels serve as an indicator of 

the country's prosperity and provides proper level of security of the national economy system 

during periods of crisis caused by both extemal and intemal factors.

2. Although developed countries seek to reduce output in the primary and even secondary 

sectors and therefore maximize the revenues and resources of the tertiary sector, a certain balance 

must be maintained between the material and non-material sectors. Disproportions in both 

production and consumption can lead to intemal conflicts, worsening socio-demographic 

conditions and dependence on importers of raw materials.

3. The balance determination between the material and non-material production, the structure 

of the national economy, the priority of demand and supply of products of various industries and 

fîelds of activity is individual for each country. The most successful experience can not be 

implemented without taking into account the specifics of the socio-economic State of a country, 

but the effectiveness of measures can be predicted in most cases by mathematical models, which, 

in tum, should be based on data received directly from those objects and economic agents on 

which the built models will be checked.

4. The outflow of intellectual Capital from the country must be stopped, a uniform distribution 

of intemal labour migrants should be ensured, in order to encourage young people to stay in the 

country and to implement innovative projects in ali regions. innovative entrepreneurship can be 

the basis for a strategy of the revival of depressed areas and those local units where the traditional 

industry will be ineffective. Manufacturing Services, as compared to material industries, require 

minimal infrastructure, but the provision of qualified specialists is of a paramount importance. 

The service sector is the most attractive to young people, who serves simultaneously their 

preferred consumer.

5. Geopolitical changes lead to a refusal from the free market in favour of "the planned 

intervention". Production becomes effective only when a consumer has been previously known.
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In a closed production and distribution system, a limited amount of resources is dispersed among 

the declared number of actors. The basis of the future economic system (the cyclical model) will 

be the quotas at ali stages of a technological cycle and during the consumption process, ranging 

from local territorial units to the global world. The theory of regionalistics will be aimed at 

building mathematical models of the interaction of economic agents within these units and their 

cooperation with each other. In order to preserve a modem civilized world, one must strive not 

for the maximization of profits and/or social benefıts of one agent, but for the parity distribution 

of wealth among ali the participants. Consequently, the theory of competitiveness will change, 

which influences on the development of practical measures for economic actors.

4. PRACTİCAL PROBLEMS OF THE NATİONAL ECONOMY RELATED TO 

LABOUR MİGRATİON, AND THE WAYS TO OVERCOME THEM

Eliminating the boundaries between States for the transfer of productive assets at a global scale, 

liberalizing foreign trade and increasing the level of information availability about the State of 

investment potential and human development in different countries, on the one hand, have 

contributed to a more efficient deployment of productive forces and the transfer of demanded 

resources to more effective enterprises and institutions, on the other - have led to social tension 

and dissatisfaction with the policy of national govemments in the countries which, at that time, 

could not provide at their own territory the expected Standard of living for the population and 

business infrastructure for enterprises. Among the consequences of the negative impact of the 

globalization process, particular attention should be paid to labour migration, which, on a large 

scale, led to the withdrawal of entire regions and industries from the structure of national 

economies. The extremely negative demographic trend in Ukraine today is the outflow of 

intellectual Capital abroad, the so-called forced labour migration, especially from depressed 

regions. Among the young and middle-aged people who traditionally form the basis of the most 

economic active population, there is no certainty about the existing mechanisms for regulating 

the employment market. This is particularly evident in the Services and innovation sectors - 

specialists are forced to recruit in foreign companies, as national enterprises are unable, in 

comparison with EU countries and other developed countries of the world, to demand for non- 

productive professions. The successfiıl experience of newly created start-ups in the field of non- 
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material production (as an example, in the fıeld of information technology) proves that Ukraine 

has the potential to introduce innovative ideas tested by global leaders and to create its own 

products that may not even have analogues in the world. being entered into the nomenclature of 

national enterprises. It is necessary to restore the practice of Science parks and techno-towns, but 

in a more modem format, since the innovative branches and the tertiary sector as a whole do not 

develop massively not because of the lack of inventions and trained specialists, but mainly due to 

the lack of inffastructure supporting start-ups and their integration into the national production 

system. Not individual projects, but the system of interaction between innovators, producers and 

distribution networks will stimulate talented youth to stay in Ukraine, improve their own ideas 

and implement them in their own region. Another problem for Ukraine is interregional labour 

migration and the displacement of young population from the periphery to large cities 

(metropolitan areas or regional centres). Since young people of reproductive age leave, many 

settlements in the countryside are under the threat of extinction.

The acute problem in Ukraine is the choice of an optimal strategy for the behaviour of economic 

agents (especially in the industries and key enterprises of the sphere of non-material production) 

in the context of the global market challenges and potential. Sectoral strategies should be based 

on the use of national social potential and intellectual Capital, which in tum will help to solve the 

problem of supporting depressed regions and overcome the discrepancies betvveen public 

administration, local govemment and business community based on public-private partnerships.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the national State policy should become the development of practical 

recommendations to overcome the demographic crisis in many regions of Ukraine, driven by 

forced extemal and intemal labour migration. Two reasons are the most important:

• lack of jobs and orders from national enterprises for specialists in the sectors of non- 

material production, especially in the sphere of innovative technologies;

• the negative vision of young specialists of the career prospects in the domestic labour 

market and unjustified expectations regarding the achievement of a certain life quality 

Standard based on supposedly compulsory intemational samples.

• The practical implementation of this policy should include:
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• determining the optimal ratio between the volüme of production and consumption 

between the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors of the national economy;

• offering infrastructural and fînancial support to the most effective industries and 

production of the non-material sectors, which, on the one hand, will increase the 

competitiveness of Ukraine's economy in the EU national markets and other developed 

countries, on the other - in a comparatively (with other similar sectors) short time will 

accumulate intellectual potential and engage free resources, including those from 

depressed regions;

• developing a strategy and an action plan for the short- and long-term period included into 

the programme of overcoming forced labour migration and hidden unemployment among 

young people and highly skilled middle-aged professionals.

• Planning long-term complex and industrial development programmes stili contains a 

contradiction between concentration and diversification strategies; the concept of the 

future country development is stili unclear. It should be built on the combination of efforts 

of each participant in the national market - large business, small and medium enterprises, 

as well as individual contributions of citizens, which together will constitute an innovative 

intellectual potential. So far, the attention of stakeholders is focused on the large-scale 

(often foreign or with a signifîcant share of foreign Capital) production and distribution 

structures that monopolize the domestic market (including mass consumption sphere) and 

do not allow small businesses to work. The last are forced to survive in a narrow niche 

segment, which makes it practically impossible to start foreign economic activity, and 

thus hinders the spread of intemational cooperation in many innovative sectors.

• There is a prevailing opinion among practitioners (which, unfortunately, is stili confırmed 

by the current distribution of spheres of influence in the global market) that only a 

concentrated business in the form of national and transnational monopolies is able to 

compete in the global geopolitical and economic environment. However, the basis of the 

consumer market (at the stages of intermediate and final consumption) are small structural 

units, which is confîrmed by statistical data. Their share and number in different countries 

may vary from the average world-wide average, but there are no States that completely 

abandon the support of small businesses and the purchasing power of individual 

consumers whose queries can not be unified. Similarly, the complete neglect of the 
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primary production sector may lead to a shortage of the most essential goods and Services 

and bring the country closer to the critical level of economic security.

The practical side of the implementation of the cyclic economy paradigm, based on the 

hypothesis testing results (described in the previous section), should include the following 

minimum set of stages and constituents.

1. Model for determining the optimal structure of the domestic (national) economy of a 

country.

2. Methodology for selecting the most effective sectors of the non-material industries.

3. Recommendations on enhancement of innovation entrepreneurship and the preservation of 

intellectual Capital.

The basis for strategic planning should be the following postulates:

1. Proving the need to support small and medium-sized enterprises at the state level, 

individual innovation initiatives that, together with highly concentrated enterprises and powerful 

monopolies, ensure the state's economic security in intemational relations through the creation of 

a powerful domestic market capable to accumulate the part of released resources in case of 

negative changes in the world market.

2. Determining the optimal ratio between the sectors of primary, secondary and tertiary 

production in the national economy structure and developing practical recommendations for the 

selection of the most effective branches of the service sector.

3. Ensuring the adoption of strategic decisions at different levels of management through 

mathematical models, forecasting performance and modelling the behaviour of economic agents 

in a confined economic space; studying the experience of leading countries in implementing 

social potential development programmes and attracting intellectual Capital, selecting, based on 

scenario modelling, those measures that will prove to be optimal in domestic conditions.

4. Working out the programme for decreasing forced labour migration, recommendations on 

the construction of the infrastructure for innovative entrepreneurship and providing mechanisms 

for supporting its self-organization.

5. Further development of the cyclic economy theory, the methodology of planning economic 

activity in a closed business environment.

Local govemments continue the new State policy, introducing:
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• methods of determining the optimal structure of the territorial and economic complex taking 

into account the need for the intensification of foreign economic activity of each 

administrative unit;

• the formation of a list of industries of non-material production that can prove to be of the 

highest efficiency and should become a priority in the tertiary sector;

• State and regional programmes countering forced labour migration, restoration of social 

potential and intellectual Capital of Ukraine;

• measures to intensify innovation entrepreneurship, especially in depressed regions.
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